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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem, what is the real reason for Allah, Allah only created the seven 
skys, first I ask forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the secret of 
what is the real reason Allah, Allah only created the seven skys, from the point of view of the 
molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking tool about what the real reason Allah 
is, Allah only created the seven skys, namely the following verses:

"Allah... the light of the skys and the earth... the light upon the light... (An Nuur: 24: 35)

“So when I have perfected the event and have breathed into it my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight and heart; 
you are very little grateful. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"And if We made the apostle an angel, We would certainly have made him a man and, of course 
We would have doubted about them what they doubted about themselves (Al An'aam: 6:9)

"And it is not possible for any human being that Allah can speak with him except by means of 
revelation or behind a veil or by sending a messenger and then it is revealed to him with His 
permission what He wills. Verily, He is Most High, Most Wise. (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

"And when My servants ask you about Me, then, that I am near. I grant the supplication of those 
who pray when they ask Me, then let them fulfill (all My commands) and let them believe in - Me, 
that they may always be in the truth.(Al Baqarah: 2:186)

"Those who remember Allah while standing or sitting or lying down and they think about the 
creation of the heavens and the earth: "Our Lord, You did not create this in vain, Glory be to You,
so protect us from the torment of Hell. (Ali 'Imran: 3:191)

"He is the First and the Last, the Outward and the Inward; and He is All-Knowing of all things. 
(Al Hadid: 57:3)

"Allah did not create and resurrect you except as one soul. Indeed, Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Seeing. (Luqman: 31: 28)

"And We made a wall before them and behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they 
could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

"And among His signs is that you see the earth dry and arid, so when We send down water on it, it
will surely move and thrive. Indeed, God Who gives life to it, surely can bring back the dead... 
(Fushshilat: 41: 39 )



"Allah holds the soul when it dies and the soul that has not died in its sleep; so He holds the soul 
which He has appointed death and He releases another soul until the appointed time. Verily in 
that are signs of Allah's power for a people who think (Az Zumar : 39: 42)

"It is He Who created the skys and the earth in six days: Then He resides on the Throne. He 
knows what enters the earth and what comes out of it and what descends from the heavens and 
what ascends to Him. And He is with you in wherever you are. And Allah is All-Seeing of what 
you do. (Al Hadid: 57:4)

"And verily We have created man from an essence from clay. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:12)

"He is Allah, Who created all that is on earth for you and He willed the heavens, then He made 
the seven heavens. And He is All-Knowing of all things. (Al Baqarah: 2:29)

"Those who when disaster strikes, they say: "Inna lillahi wa innaa ilaihi raaji'uun" (Indeed we 
belong to Allah and to Him we shall return) (Al Baqarah: 2:156)

"Who has created the seven skys in layers. You do not see in the creation of the Most Gracious 
God anything that is not balanced. So look again and again, do you see anything that is not 
balanced? (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about what Allah's reason is, Allah only created the 
seven heavens, I used the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular 
structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I put forward the hypothesis that the reason Allah created only seven heavens is because there 
are seven equal parts of mass, i.e. 72% is dark energy, 23% is dark matter and 5% is neutrino 
elements, from the point of view of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interactions.

QUARK

If we want to know quarks, then we consider one of the hydrogen atoms that are the building blocks
of the human body, animals, plants and fruits as well as inanimate objects. Then we open the body 
of the hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. Then if this proton is split, 
then we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are combined with 
gluons.

DEOXYRIBONUCLIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide consists of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T).



Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytosine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 
phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. A 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ALLAH'S ENERGY IS NOT LOST, EVERYTHING BACK AGAIN TO ALLAH

Now, we are still concentrating on uncovering the secrets contained behind the verse: "...they say: 
"Inna lillaahi wa innaa ilaihi raaji'uun" (Indeed we belong to Allah and to Him we shall return) (Al 
Baqarah : 2:156)

Here Allah has declared to man that whatever comes from Allah is not lost, but everything returns to
Allah.

Or in other words, Allah's energy that comes from Allah, which is the source of life for the universe,
including all its contents, does not disappear, but returns to Allah.

ALLAH CREATED SEVEN SKYS BALANCED WITH ALLAH'S ENERGY

Now, when Allah "...willed the skys, then He made seven skys...(Al Baqarah: 2:29)

Now the question arises?

What does Allah really mean that Allah created "...the seven heavens...(Al Baqarah: 2:29) ?

What is meant by Allah the seven heavens is "... the seven heavens in layers... which are... 
balanced... (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

Now the question arises,

What is “...the seven layers of skys...which are...balanced...(Al Mulk: 67:3)?

The answer is because every sky is symmetrical, meaning that each sky is part of the same 
hemisphere, so it becomes balanced.

Or in other words, each sky must have the same amount of mass percentage.

SEVEN SKYS OF BALANCED LAYERS WHICH EVERY SKY HAS THE SAME TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE OF MASS

Now let's uncover the secret hidden behind the verse: “...You never see in the creation of the Most 
Gracious God anything that is not balanced. So look over and over again, do you see anything out of 
balance? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

It turns out that the seven layers of the sky are one another and the same hemisphere, which has the 
same percentage of mass.

How do humans know that the seven skys have the same mass percentage?

The answer is,



It has now been discovered in the sky that 72% is dark energy, 23% dark matter and 5% is the 
element neutrinos or elementary particles that have very, very small masses) and atoms. (Universe, 
Martin Rees, Dorling Kindersley Limited, London, 2005).

Where the 5% neutrino elements and atoms can be further divided according to the division based 
on atoms and chemicals consisting of 74% hydrogen atoms, 23% helium atoms, 1% oxygen atoms, 
0.5% carbon atoms, 0.5% neon atoms, 0.1 % iron atoms and 0.9% other elements.

The 5% is what formed and made our sky today.

Then, if we calculate the total mass of dark matter (23%) plus the mass of our sky (5%), we find 
that it is 28% of the total percentage.

Furthermore, if we divide this 28% mass into several skies that have the same mass then we will 
find 7 skies that have the same mass, i.e. each sky has the same 4% mass.

Now the question is why must each sky have the same amount of mass percentage?

The answer is that because each sky is symmetrical, meaning that each sky is part of the same 
hemisphere, so that each sky is balanced with one another “...look over and over again, do you see 
anything that is not balanced? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

ONE SKY CAN BE VIEWED BY HUMAN EYES, WHILE SIX SKYS ARE THROUGHOUT
VIEW, CANNOT BE SEEN BY HUMAN EYES

Now, because the six translucent skies contain masses of dark matter (23%), the human eye cannot 
see them.

So actually the sky that is visible to the human eye, which contains billions of galaxies, stars, 
planets, moons is 1 part of the 7 heavens that Allah has created.

It means, “...the seven skys are layered...(Al Mulk: 67:3) is one sky, namely our present sky which 
contains billions of galaxies, stars, planets, moon and six other transparent skies. , which the human 
eye cannot see.

Now, the question arises,

Why is the six skys another translucent sky, which the human eye cannot see?

The answer is because, the six skys contain mass of dark matter (23%)

WHAT ARE THE USE OF THE SIX VIEW SKYS OF DARK MATTER

Now, let's uncover the secret hidden behind the verse: "...Inna lillahi wa innaa ilaihi raaji'uun" 
(Indeed we belong to Allah and to Him we shall return) (Al Baqarah: 2:156)

Apparently, here Allah has explained to humans, that whatever is in our sky and all its contents are 
not lost. This means that the energy of Allah which is the source of life for the entire contents of the 
sky and all its contents that come from Allah, then all of it returns to Allah.

Now, because nothing is lost in our current sky, so to maintain the balance of these seven heavens, it
is necessary to fill in mass (4%) for each sky.



So, in order to fill the masses into these six translucent skies, it is necessary to have a copying 
mechanism. This means that whatever is in our sky today is made a copy and stored in each of the 
six heavens.

Or in other words, if there is a human whose name is Pulan, in our present sky, then this Pulan has 
six copies of himself that are stored in every transparent sky.

So, the original Pulan one, and his six Pulan copies stored in the six translucent skies.

Whatever is in our sky today, it is made a copy and stored in the six translucent skies.

So, whatever is in our sky now is the same as that in the six translucent skies.

This is what Allah has declared: “...You do not see in the creation of the Most Gracious God anything 
out of balance. So look over and over again, do you see anything out of balance? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

THIS COPYING HAPPENED BY NATURAL LAW, THAT HUMANS ARE UNKNOWN 
AND FEEL IN OUR SKY NOW

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "Who has created the seven heavens in 
layers. You never see in the creation of the Most Merciful God anything that is not balanced. So look over 
and over again, do you see anything that is not balanced? ? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

So, Allah has created seven skys, one sky that we are today which contains billions of galaxies, 
stars, planets, moons and six other translucent skies, which cannot be seen by the human eye.

CONCLUSION

The conclusions that can be drawn from the explanation above are the secrets contained behind the 
verse: "...they say: "Inna lillaahi wa innaa ilaihi raaji'uun" (Indeed we belong to Allah and to Him we 
shall return) (Al Baqarah : 2:156)

Here Allah has declared to man that whatever comes from Allah is not lost, but everything returns to
Allah.

Or in other words, Allah's energy that comes from Allah, which is the source of life for the universe,
including all its contents, does not disappear, but returns to Allah.

Now, when Allah "...willed the skys, then He made seven skys...(Al Baqarah: 2:29)

Now the question arises?

What does Allah really mean that Allah created "...the seven heavens...(Al Baqarah: 2:29) ?

What is meant by Allah the seven heavens is "... the seven heavens in layers... which are... 
balanced... (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

Now the question arises,

What is “...the seven layers of skys...which are...balanced...(Al Mulk: 67:3)?

The answer is because every sky is symmetrical, meaning that each sky is part of the same 



hemisphere, so it becomes balanced.

Or in other words, each sky must have the same amount of mass percentage.

Now let's uncover the secret hidden behind the verse: “...You never see in the creation of the Most 
Gracious God anything that is not balanced. So look over and over again, do you see anything out of 
balance? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

It turns out that the seven layers of the sky are one another and the same hemisphere, which has the 
same percentage of mass.

How do humans know that the seven skys have the same mass percentage?

The answer is,

It has now been discovered in the sky that 72% is dark energy, 23% dark matter and 5% is the 
element neutrinos or elementary particles that have very, very small masses) and atoms. (Universe, 
Martin Rees, Dorling Kindersley Limited, London, 2005).

Where the 5% neutrino elements and atoms can be further divided according to the division based 
on atoms and chemicals consisting of 74% hydrogen atoms, 23% helium atoms, 1% oxygen atoms, 
0.5% carbon atoms, 0.5% neon atoms, 0.1 % iron atoms and 0.9% other elements.

The 5% is what formed and made our sky today.

Then, if we calculate the total mass of dark matter (23%) plus the mass of our sky (5%), we find 
that it is 28% of the total percentage.

Furthermore, if we divide this 28% mass into several skies that have the same mass then we will 
find 7 skies that have the same mass, i.e. each sky has the same 4% mass.

Now the question is why must each sky have the same amount of mass percentage?

The answer is that because each sky is symmetrical, meaning that each sky is part of the same 
hemisphere, so that each sky is balanced with one another “...look over and over again, do you see 
anything that is not balanced? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

Now, because the six translucent skies contain masses of dark matter (23%), the human eye cannot 
see them.

So actually the sky that is visible to the human eye, which contains billions of galaxies, stars, 
planets, moons is 1 part of the 7 heavens that Allah has created.

It means, “...the seven skys are layered...(Al Mulk: 67:3) is one sky, namely our present sky which 
contains billions of galaxies, stars, planets, moon and six other transparent skies. , which the human 
eye cannot see.

Now, the question arises,

Why is the six skys another translucent sky, which the human eye cannot see?

The answer is because, the six skys contain mass of dark matter (23%)



Now, let's uncover the secret hidden behind the verse: "...Inna lillahi wa innaa ilaihi raaji'uun" 
(Indeed we belong to Allah and to Him we shall return) (Al Baqarah: 2:156)

Apparently, here Allah has explained to humans, that whatever is in our sky and all its contents are 
not lost. This means that the energy of Allah which is the source of life for the entire contents of the 
sky and all its contents that come from Allah, then all of it returns to Allah.

Now, because nothing is lost in our current sky, so to maintain the balance of these seven heavens, it
is necessary to fill in mass (4%) for each sky.

So, in order to fill the masses into these six translucent skies, it is necessary to have a copying 
mechanism. This means that whatever is in our sky today is made a copy and stored in each of the 
six heavens.

Or in other words, if there is a human whose name is Pulan, in our present sky, then this Pulan has 
six copies of himself that are stored in every transparent sky.

So, the original Pulan one, and his six Pulan copies stored in the six translucent skies.

Whatever is in our sky today, it is made a copy and stored in the six translucent skies.

So, whatever is in our sky now is the same as that in the six translucent skies.

This is what Allah has declared: “...You do not see in the creation of the Most Gracious God anything 
out of balance. So look over and over again, do you see anything out of balance? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "Who has created the seven heavens in 
layers. You never see in the creation of the Most Merciful God anything that is not balanced. So look over 
and over again, do you see anything that is not balanced? ? (Al Mulk: 67:3)

So, Allah has created seven skys, one sky that we are today which contains billions of galaxies, 
stars, planets, moons and six other translucent skies, which cannot be seen by the human eye.
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